CHAKRA
Healing duvet set

Introducing the CHAKRA healing therapy duvet set. Firstly, this is not
just a pretty, attractive, unusual and inspiring duvet set...although it is
that too!
We all have energy centres called Chakras which are spinning spheres
of light. If the Chakras become blocked you can feel physically,
emotionally and spiritually out of balance.
As you sleep and drift into sub-consciousness, you become more open to
the vibrations of the earth's energies which means it is a good time to
heal, rest and re-balance.
The Chakra duvet set is designed specifically so that the Chakra colours
are aligned with your chakras to re-balance you as you sleep!
This will ensure that you have a restful , peaceful night's sleep and you
wake up feeling recharged, re-energised, healthy and happy.

Benefits of the CHAKRA Healing Duvet set
Will help you get to sleep.
Helps to give you a restful, peaceful, happy sleep. You will wake up
feeling recharged.
Re-balances your Chakras whilst asleep therefore
will help you with physical, emotional and/or spiritual issues.
The duvet set is perfect for everyone young and old. Everybody benefits.
Works in a natural, holistic way.
There are no side effects and contra-indications as in conventional
healing therapies.
Inspires the mind, creativity, thought, memory and emotions.
Once you have your CHAKRA duvet set and you can feel the health
benefits and may not feel the need for other holistic therapy treatments
therefore saving you time and money.
This is not JUST a gorgeous duvet cover set this is a THERAPY.
So, you may think that this is more than you would pay for a duvet cover
set, but remember that once you have this it will be like having a
powerful therapy session every time you go to bed! Most holistic
therapy sessions such as Reiki etc start at around £30 per session.
CHAKRA pillowcases can be used on their own or with the duvet cover.
CHAKRA duvet set price list
Single duvet cover set £75
Double duvet set £100
Pillow cases £10 each

